
CROWN TOWERS - CASE STUDY



Crown Towers Project
Kingman Visual were extremely honoured to be awarded the signage contract 

for the Crown Towers project. Our team were proud to be part of such a 

sophisticated and luxury signage project. The attention to detail on each and 

every sign was of the highest quality and standard. 

As we manufacture our signage in-house at our state of the art factory in 

Malaga, we were able to closely monitor all aspects of the fabrication and 

ensure the highest standard of quality control was met. The client had very 

specific guidelines and a very clear vision for what was required and Kingman 

were more than capable of delivering.



Metal Fabrication
Kingman Visual have the most talented metal fabrication team working for us 

and can create any custom design from aluminium, stainless steel, brass, 

steel and more.

 

The feature entrance signage for the Crown Towers building were hand 

fabricated from aluminium to give a prismatic effect. These letters were no 

problem for our very talented metal fabrication department who can make 

just about anything from metal and make it look easy. The elements are hand 

folded with very little templates, a real testament to a master craftsman.



Gold Leafing
The feature signage letters for the entry of Crown Towers were then prepared in our paint 

department, which generates the same standard of finish you would see in the motor industry. 

The letters were painted in 2-pac and were then given a final finish of gold leaf. 

This traditional sign making technique is almost a lost art as it is rarely produced anymore. As we 

have a staff of over 60 signage professionals, we feel it’s important to keep these traditional skills 

alive. Golf Leafing is an intricate and labour intensive process which goes to show the level of quality 

and finish Crown were looking for on this project. They wanted to make a luxurious statement, which 

we think they achieved with these amazing gold letters that shimmer in the sunlight.





Wayfinding Signage
The sleek and sophisticated wayfinding signage was made with aged brass 

detail and laser cut letters imbedded into the backing plate. This style of 

directional wayfinding signage was used throughout the project and was 

specifically designed to ensure ease of navigation throughout the building. 

The finishes are of the highest standard to ensure you know you are in 

Crown Towers at all time. 

With over 1100 wayfinding signs throughout the project, each sign was carefully 

hand crafted and installed to the highest standard. Each sign was designed in 

accordance to its location in the towers, with each section having a different 

theme according to the interior design of that area, this meant there was over 

82 different types of wayfinding signs required throughout the towers















Statutory Signage
Statutory Signage is signage that is legally required in accordance with the 

Building Code of Australia. Kingman have a massive range of off the shelf 

statutory signage, however we were very excited to be creating such 

beautifully hand crafted custom statutory signs for this project. The level 

of class put into these signs was above and beyond the rest. This client 

wanted to have the best statutory signage in Perth and they certainly 

achieved that with these stunning signs. Attention to every detail was 

of the highest standard, and this can be seen throughout the towers. 

The project consisted of 35 different types of statutory signs in total.





Custom Sigange
Every sign we make at Kingman is custom made to order for the 

customer’s needs and requirements. We manufacture all of our signage in 

house at our state of the art factory on our premises in Malaga. This 

ensures we can control the quality and be flexible when the client requires 

some updates or changes. Every sign is meticulously hand crafted and 

installed with precision by our top sign makers and installation team. 

These lightboxes were custom made with a chrome plated cabinet, 

alabaster finish fascia imported from Texas USA, with chisel etched Crown 

Crystal Club logo with a painted finish.







The GYM and SPA 
This section of the towers had a very different look and style guide with a completely different set of 

sign types required. The signs for the spa and gym pictured were 15ml thick solid brass, water jet 

cut and hand polished. The backings were fabricated from acrylic and mounted onto a fabric wall 

panel to give a floating affect.

The rounded signs pictured below were router cut profile acrylic and borderless with a faux marble 

affect inserts. The letters were 3ml stainless steel, rebated into faux stone at a depth of 1.5ml. These 

signs have a Champagne stainless steel backing plate which is pin fixed to the door. 

The end result for the signage in this section of the towers is absolutely stunning and fits the interior 

design style required which will give Crown Towers patrons a taste of a luxury spa experience.





The Waiting Room
The Waiting Room is one of Perth’s most luxurious bars. The attention 

to every detail didn’t stop with their signage here either. They created 

an opulent and luxurious atmosphere and the signage was no 

exception. The signage for this area was fabricated from 20ml thick 

solid polished brass with beautiful turntable engraved affect, and then 

finished off with a protective clear coat. 





Epicurean
The Epicurean is located in crown towers and is an extremely sophisticated 

open kitchen dining experience. They have created a luxurious ambiance 

with their interior design and have paid close attention to every last detail 

and their signage was no exception. 

The entry signage of the restaurant consisted of two signs, one placed 

on the entry way, and the second was a wall mounted sign which sits 

perpendicular to the wall and has 20mm thick wire cut stainless steel 

letters with LED halo illumination in order to catch the attention 

of customers.

Our signage included stainless steel fabricated letters placed on a mirrored 

backdrop giving them a standout three dimensional appearance. This 

feature which is gracefully suspended from the ceiling creates the perfect 

location for the restaurants branded name signage.



Crown Rewards
With this new rewards system in place crown needed some new signage to go along with it. The Crown Rewards service area needed some super slick signage which Kingman 

delivered by creating illuminated signs in their signature casino style. The in house image pictured above was a prototype made for client approval prior to final manufacture.

With over 1900 signs across this project, we are extremely proud of the final finish of these signs project wide. We know these signs will still be stand outs for quality and finish 

for years to come. Check them out for yourself next time you visit the new Crown Towers.
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